
Good Afternoon All, 
 
I just I would share with you what we (Berkshire) are planning to implement. 
I do know that others are tackling this in different way’s as it suits them better. 
 
In some way we (Berks) were taken by surprise at the take up of those who wished to be accredited, 
all having signed up or indicated they would before the email from Edgbaston was sent out. 
We decided that we could implement a system, providing our leagues would play ball, where we 
could use active umpires who were a level above those that required i.e. old Level 2 for those on the 
pathway to U3A and Level 2 or 1A’s for those on the Pathway to U2A. The plan is that the Mentor & 
participant (mentee) would stand together early in the season and again later in the process when 
the mentor feels that his mentee is about ready. 
Then we would have a boundary observation undertaken. 
 
Our main concern was that did everyone understand what they were actually signing up for i.e. 
Operating at the correct level for U3A, the mentor having to stand with a club umpire etc. 
So were decided to get everyone together to run through the process, inviting the participant, 
mentors, observers and the main league appointments officer. This we did last night with a really 
good turnout. 
I have attached a copy of the PowerPoint we created to guide us through the meeting. Please feel 
free to copy, modify or throw away as you see fit. 

I think it would be a good idea if we shared ideas, as I did when I asked for the evidence each of you 
was requiring from your U2A applicants. Now I would like to take that further and listen to how you 
are planning to implement the scheme & what problems you foresee.  

Best Regards 

John 

 
John Golding. 
Regional Development Officer 
ECB ACO – South Central Region 
 
E-MAIL:  regional.performance@golding.tv 
 
 
 
 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
Circulation of an example of  implementation of Mentoring 
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